UQFL528
CrimeWriters Queensland Collection

Size 2 boxes, 2 parcels, 1 tube

Contents Agendas, minutes, ledger, correspondence, publicity materials

Date range 1995 to 2011

Biography Established in 1995, Crimewriters Queensland was a group of local writers based in Brisbane with the aim to provide an opportunity for Queensland writers of all backgrounds to work in a popular genre and professionalise writers in both the craft of writing and the business of writing and publishing. CWQ decided to conclude its activities as of the end of 2008. – [Excerpted from AustLit]

Notes Open access

Box 1


Green binder of publicity material, photographs, newspaper cuttings, 1997

Black binder of publicity, newspaper cuttings, book launch flyers, 1997 to 2000

Brisbane news, issue 483, 24 to 30 Mar 2004 [crime writing feature]

Folder 1

CWQ House style & MS formatting guidelines
Criteria for assessing crime stories
List of crime genre authors
Script of Digging the plot, 2005
New book ideas
Score sheets for various titles by CWQ authors
Folder 2

Insurance documentation
Funding criteria
CWQ operations
Potted history, achievements and resume of CWQ and a paper detailing the reasons for its closure in 2008
Planning documents, including a chronology of major decisions 1998 to 2000.
Membership lists from 1999 to 2008 [excluding 2004]
Members’ registration forms with the CWQ’s constitution on verso.
Programme notes – guest speakers for 2001
Meeting agenda, 2008
Minutes, 2005
2 letters (2000 & 2002) and 1 card (n.d.)

Folder 3

Brochures, flyers, posters, sign for CWQ meeting, magazine articles, newspaper cuttings, reviews, c1997 to 2010

Box 2

Rubber hand and foot props
Pair of metal scissors
CrimeWriters Queensland banner with ropes
CDs:
  • ‘Minutes notes 1995 – 2008’
  • ‘Websites first to last’
  • ‘Scene of the crime’
  • ‘CrimeWriters Queensland archive from Garrett Russell’s files, March 2011’
  • ‘CWQ Book 7 Launch Brisbane Bridge Club July 2008 35 images’
  • ‘ABC Radio 612 Pat Noad: Chris Welsh 26.06.06’
  • ‘CrimeWriters Queensland “Scene of the crime”’
  • ‘Book launches’
  • ‘Garrett Russell i/v Friday 16.06.06’
VHS tapes:
  • ‘Toowoomba launch’
Cassette tapes:
- ‘Bulimba graves’
- ‘ABC Boding’ and ‘Pat – 4RH’

Parcel 1
Photograph album titled ‘Murder under the mangoes’ with index to photographs in inside front cover, 1995 to 2006

Parcel 2
Leger book with separate entries for Bank and Cash accounts, 2000 to 2006
24 posters

Tube 1
Handwritten poster: ‘Come to sunny Queensland, there are so many interesting ways to get murdered!’